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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable interest recently in the heat kernel K(t, x, y) 
of a complete Riemannian manifold M. Definitive upper bounds of 
K(t,x,y), for t<t,, were obtained by Cheeger et al. [3]. These authors 
provide an account of the earlier literature. Generally speaking, the kernel 
K(t, x, y) behaves like the Euclidean heat kernel up to any finite time. The 
large time asymptotics are less well understood. One clearly anticipates a 
certain dependence upon the global geometry of M. Li and Yau [9] 
studied the heat kernel on manifolds of non-negative Ricci curvature. Their 
estimates for large t depend upon the volumes of geodesic balls with 
radius fi. 
The present paper investigates the influence of the spectrum of the 
Laplacian A upon the large time behavior of the heat kernel. We assume 
that the essential spectrum of the Laplacian on p-forms is strictly positive. 
Upper bounds for the heat kernel K(t, x, y) on p-forms are derived, valid 
for all time t. Our L* estimates hold on any complete Riemannian 
manifold. These are converted to L” estimates on manifolds of bounded 
curvature. Integration yields corresponding upper bounds for the Green’s 
kernel. 
To illustrate the application of our estimates, we derive a relative 
signature theorem for manifolds with strictly positive essential spectrum. 
This is analogous to the result of Gromov and Lawson [8] concerning the 
Dirac operator. Our proof is significantly different from the method of [S]. 
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2. L2 ESTIMATES FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE HEAT EQUATION 
Suppose that M is a complete Riemannian manifold. The Laplacian A 
acts on the space of compactly supported differentiable p-forms. Moreover, 
A extends uniquely to a self adjoint operator on L2ApM. If A4 = 0 then 4 is 
called a harmonic form. Let 3, be the inlimum of spec A - 0, where spec A 
denotes the spectrum of A. Since A is positive semidelinite, spec A is a 
subset of [0, co). The essential spectrum of A, denoted ess spec A, consists 
of cluster points in the spectrum and eigenvalues with infinite multiplicity. 
If a is the inlimum of ess spec A, then we assume that a > 0. Note that 
spec A - ess spec A consists of isolated eigenvalues having finite 
multiplicity. The hypothesis a > 0 therefore implies 0 < 16 cc 
We will employ the Weitzenbock formula A = -V2 + E. Here V2 is the 
Bochner Laplacian and E is an endomorphism depending upon the cur- 
vature tensor of M. Fix a basepoint x,, E A4 and measure geodesic distance 
from this basepoint. If B, is a ball of radius s centered at x,,, then set 
52 = M- B,7. For sufficiently large s and all forms 4 E Cr(ApQ), we have 
(2.1) 
Here ( 1 denotes the pointwise norm and ( ) denotes the pointwise inner 
product. Equation (2.1) follows from the quadratic form characterization of 
the essential spectrum [6]. 
Let u E L2(ApM) be a solution of the heat equation (a/& + A) u = 0. We 
propose to estimate u for large s and t. Some preliminary lemmas are 
required. One has 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that $ E C,“(Q) is a smooth function of compact 
support. Then jn C(cr-~/2)$~-l&1~] lu12+@2(a/&) lu12<0. 
Proof: Suppose that WE C;(Aps2) is a smooth compactly supported 
p-form. Since u solves the heat equation, we have 
j&++w)=o. 
Employing the Weitzenbock formula and integrating by parts yields 
(Vu,Vw)+ (Eu, w)+ = 0. 
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Now substitute w = $*u. After a brief calculation, one obtains 
However, setting 4 = IJ?U in (2.1) gives 
s R 
The last two formulas combine to give Lemma 2.2. 
Suppose that h E C,“(Q) and ge C?(Q) are smooth functions. We may 
set $ = egh in Lemma 2.2. An elementary computation yields 
LEMMA 2.3. One has 
o+dg~* 1 IuI~+~~ h*e*‘;-&* 
< 
I 
e2g[ldh12 + 2h(dh, dg)] 1~1~. R 
To proceed further, we shall make some additional assumptions about 
the given solution u to the heat equation. First, suppose that u is 
orthogonal to the harmonic forms. If this condition is satisfied at some 
fixed time t,,, then it will hold for all later times t > to. Moreover, from the 
spectral theorem, 
s lul*< C,e-*“. (2.4) M 
Choose positive numbers 1 and y with a > fl + y and y # 1. Assume that for 
t= to. 
Here r is the geodesic distance from the basepoint x0. 
Under the above hypotheses, we have 
THEDREM 2.6. For t > to, 
s (U(’ e2fir< C,em2*‘+ C,ee2y’. M 
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Proof Suppose that B, and 8= M- B, are chosen as above. This 
ensures that Lemma 2.3 will be satisfied, Choose a sequence sj>/ s + 1 
which is unbounded above. One may define corresponding functions by 
i 
r - s, s<r(x)<s+ 1 
hj(X) = 1, s+ 1 <r(x)<sj g,(x) = 
i 
fir, r(x) G si 
1 +sj-r, sj<.(x)&sj+ 1 
JjSip r(x) 2 Si* 
\ 0, r(x)++ 1 
The functions hj and g, are Lipschitz continuous and have bounded lirst 
derivatives almost everywhere. By the usual approximation argument, one 
may substitute hi and gi into Lemma 2.3. Choose E so that a -c/2 > fl+ y. 
Since Idgil <A, we may write 
< 
I 
sz ek’(ldhj12 +2hj(dhj, dgi)) Iu[*. 
Since u and u, are both square integrable, we may let j + cc and apply 
the dominated convergence theorem to give 
for each fixed i. We used (2.4), and the corresponding estimate for uI, to 
obtain the upper bound. 
Integrating this differential inequality from to to t and using (2.5) yields 
s e2g’ luI* < C,em2”‘+ C,ee2Y’, R 
Theorem 2.6 follows by letting i-, cc and applying the monotone 
convergence theorem. Note that the integral over the compact set M- 52 
may be bounded above using (2.4). 
Since the exponential function is monotone increasing, we have 
COROLLARY 2.7. For t 2 to, and any value of s, 
I l4*G (C3e 
--a + C,e-2Y’) e-2g%* M--B I 
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If cr>& then one may have either y >1 or y <A. However, one must 
satisfy the condition a > /I + y. A stronger time decay estimate is com- 
plemented by a weaker spatial decay. The best choice of /3 and y depends 
upon one’s purpose. 
Our next goal is to state the corresponding heat kernel estimates. Let 
K(t, x, y) be the fundamental solution of the heat equation. We set y = x0, 
our basepoint, and consider K( t, X, x0) as a function of x E M and t > 0. It 
follows from the spectral theorem and distribution theory that K(t, x, x0) is 
square integrable in x. Moreover, one has 
K( t, x, xl)) = H(x, xl)) + K( t, x, x0). 
Here H(x, y) is the kernel for projection onto the space of L2 harmonic 
forms and &t, x, y) is the kernel for projection onto the orthocomplement 
of the harmonic forms. 
Choose any positive numbers fl and y with a > /I + y and y # 1. Fix some 
to > 0. One has 
THEOREM 2.8. For t B t, > 0, 
I I~(t,x,xo)12e2~r~B*e~2~t+B2e-2y’. M 
The integral runs over the variable x. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 2.6 if we can establish (2.5) for t = to. 
One may write 
i 
IK(to, x, x0)1’ ezdr 
M 
G2 s IH(x, x,)12e2JBr+2 M s lK(t,, x, x0)1’ ezAr. M 
Note that the space of L2-harmonic forms is finite dimensional since we 
assume a positive lower bound on the essential spectrum. It follows from 
[S] that 
I 
IH(x 3 xo)12 eZa’GB3. 
M 
Using the L2 estimate of [3], which follows from finite propagation 
speed for the wave equation, one verifies 
I IK(t,, x, xo)12 e2fi’d B4. M 
This estimate is valid for any complete Riemannian manifold. 
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Combining the above inequalities gives the hypothesis (2.5) with 
u(t, x) = K(t, x, x,,). This proves Theorem 2.8. 
Since the exponential function is monotone increasing, we have 
COROLLARY 2.9. For t > t,,, and any value of s, 
s IK(t, x, x0)1’ < (B,eC2”’ + B2eCZy’) eC2fis. M - Es 
One integrates in the variable x. 
3. L” ESTIMATES FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE HEAT EQUATION 
Suppose that M is a complete Riemannian manifold whose Ricci 
curvature is bounded below. If E is the endomorphism in the Weitzenbock 
formula for A, then assume also that E is bounded from below. One then 
has a pointwise bound for the heat kernel, up to a finite time. This upper 
bound will be used to convert L2 estimates, of solutions for the heat 
equation, to L” estimates. 
Let K,(t, x, y) be the fundamental solution of the heat equation for dif- 
ferentiable p-forms. The symbol T(X, y) will denote the geodesic distance 
from x to y and Vol(B,(x)) will denote the volume of a ball with radius 
one centered at x. The kernel K,,(t, x, y) for functions was bounded above 
in [3]. Combining that estimate with semigroup domination [5] yields: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that 0 < E < 1, then 
(i) &(E, x, y) < D, Vol-‘(B,(x)) exp(-D2r2(x, Y)), 
(ii) l&(5 x, y)l G &&(E, x, Y). 
The constants depend upon E but are independent of x and y. 
Let u be a square integrable solution of the heat equation. Assume that 
for t > to, and any value of s, one has 
f 
Id2 G (C,e --2h + c2e-2Yq e-Q%O”. M--B 
s 
Here B, is a geodesic ball of radius s centered at the basepoint x0. One may 
state 
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THEOREM 3.2. For all /3 < /$, and t > t,, there is an upper bound 
lu(t + E, x)1 < (C,e -I’ + C,eCY’) Vol-“*(B,(x)) e-ArcX). 
Here 0 <E < 1 and r(x) is the distance from x to the basepoint x0. 
Proof: Since u solves the heat equation, 
4t + E, xl = i, V+, x, v), u(t, Y)> 4. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
l4t + E, XII d D, J, ME, x, Y) 146 y)l &. 
Using the Schwarz inequality 
lu(t + E, XII 6 4 
( 
j-M ME, x, Y) lu(t, y)l* @)I’*. (3.3) 
Here we employed the fact [4] that jM K,,(E, x, y) dy = 1 for manifolds with 
Ricci curvature bounded from below. 
If 6 > 0 is given, then M = B5,(x) u M- Bar(x). One considers the 
corresponding pieces of the integral in (3.2). 
We may apply Lemma 3.1 to write 
I ME, A Y) lu(t, Y)I* 4 M - &r(x) 
<D, Vol-‘(B,(x)) exp( -6*D,r*(x, y))(Cle-*” + C2e-2Y’). (3.4) 
On the other hand, 
d D, Vol-‘(B,(x)) J lutt, ~11’ dy. 
M--B(l-,5), 
Here B,, _ sj, is a ball of radius ( 1 - 6) r centered at the basepoint x0. Using 
our hypothesis on the L* norm of u gives 
I Ba,(x) &(G xv y)lu(t, ~11’ 4
G D, Voll’(B,(x))(C,e ~*1r+C2e-2y’)e-*JBocl-a)r (3.5) 
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Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) yields 
lu(t+e,x)I <C,Vol-“2(B,(x))(C,e-“‘+C,e-Y’) 
x [e- J=D2&2 + e - ,hoC I- 6 “1. 
Theorem 3.2 follows by choosing a sufficiently small 6. 
We proceed to combine Theorem 3.2 with the L2 estimates of Section 2. 
Suppose a and ,l are defined as in that section. Choose positive numbers /&, 
and y with c( > &, + y and y # 1. Let u be a solution of the heat equation 
which is orthogonal to the harmonic forms. Assume that for t = t,,, 
s Iu12 eJB0’6 C8. (3.6) M 
Then one has 
COROLLARY 3.7. For all /? < PO and t 2 t,, there is an upper bound 
u(t+c,x)~<(C,e-“‘+C,,e~Y’)V01-1’2(B1(~))e-JiTr(x). 
Here O<E< 1. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 3.2. 
The heat kernel satisfies (3.6) for any admissible /&,. Therefore, if 
a>fi+y and y#il, we have 
COROLLARY 3.8. For all t 2 t, and 0 <E d 1, one may write 
IR(t + e, x, x0)1 6 (C,,e-“‘+ C12eeY’) Voll”2(B,(x)) e-Jsjr(x). 
Proof This follows from Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 3.2. 
It may be useful to give an example where our estimates are applicable. 
Let X be a simply connected space of dimension n with negative sectional 
curvature K. Suppose that K is bounded between two negative constants, 
thus -A, <KG -A, ~0. We obtain M by taking a compactly supported 
perturbation of the metric on .X If p =O, it is known [6] that 
a 2 (n - 1)2 A,/4. For suitable perturbations of the metric on X, one has 
I < a. Our estimates eem interesting in this case. 
4. GREEN'S KERNEL 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume that a > 0 is a lower 
bound for the essential spectrum of the Laplacian on p-forms. By the 
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spectral theorem, A has a bounded inverse A - ’ on the orthocomplement of 
the harmonic forms. The operator A-’ is represented by a distribution 
kernel G(x, y) which is smooth outside the diagonal x = y. We fix a 
basepoint, y = x0, and estimate G(x, x,,) as a function of the distance T(X) 
from x0, r(x) > 0. 
The Green’s kernel may be represented as 
G(x, x0) = Ia K((t, x, x0) dt. 
0 
(4.1) 
Here &(t, x, y) is the projection of the heat kernel onto the ortho- 
complement of the harmonic forms. Equation (4.1) follows from the 
spectral theory. 
Suppose that B, is a geodesic ball of radius s centered at our basepoint 
x0. Assume that s 2 E > 0. One has the L* estimate: 
THEOREM 4.2. Zfp <LX, then 
s IG(x,xo)(*dx<Clep2J2i”. M-B, 
Proof: By (4.1), one has 
f IG(x, x,)1* dx M-B, 
Applying Fubini’s theorem and the Schwarz inequality gives 
s M - BA lG(x,x,)l’dx~~o~(~M~B I~(t,,x,xo)i’dx)1’2dfr * 
u* 
X IK(t2, x, x0)1* dx dt,. 
so 
f 
IG(x, xo)l’dx< I&t, x, x0)/’ dx *. (4.3) 
M - Bs 
For 0 < t < 1, one argues as in the proof of Theorem 2.8. The L* 
estimates of [3, 51 are applied to obtain 
> 
l/2 
IQt, x, xo)l* dx dt<C2cC+Cqe-J? (4.4) 
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Now choose y > 0 with a > /? + y. By Corollary 2.9 with t, = 1, we have 
112 
Im 4 xo)12 dx dt < C,e-4’. 
Note that both y and 1 are positive so the right-hand side of Corollary 2.9 
decays exponentially in t. 
Combining (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) yields 
1 ~G(x,~~)~~dx<C’,(e-~~“*+e-~J8”). M-B, 
Theorem 4.2 follows for elementary reasons. 
We proceed to derive the corresponding L” estimates. Suppose that the 
Ricci curvature and the endomorphism E of the Weitzenbock formula are 
bounded below. One has for Y(X) > E > 0: 
THEOREM 4.6. Zf p < a, then 
IG(x,x,)l <D, Vol-"'(B,(x))e-~'("). 
Proof By (4.1) we may write 
(G(x, x0)1 < s ’ I&t, x, x0)1 dt + jcc @(t, x, x,)1 dt. 0 1 
For 0 < t < 1, the estimates of [3, 51 give 
s ’ IK(tt, X, x0)1 dt<D, V0l-"~(B,(~))e-Jjj~(~)+D~e-~4r'("). 0 
Choosing y > 0 with CI > p + y, one may apply Corollary 3.8 to derive 
I m Ii?(t, x, x0)1 dt 6 D, VO~-“~(B,(X)) e-ar(x). 1 
Theorem 4.6 is deduced by combining the above estimates. 
These estimates have interesting applications to the construction of 
bounded harmonic functions. Suppose that A4 is a manifold of initinite 
volume satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6. Then the Laplacian on 
functions has no kernel and possesses a bounded inverse. Assume that M 
has a finite number k > 1 of ends. Given constants cr, c2, . . . . ck choose a 
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smooth function f equal to ci on the ith end, 1 < i < k. Define the harmonic 
function h(x) by 
h(x)=fO-l G(x,Y)~~(Y)~Y. M 
Suppose that Vol(B,(x)) is uniformly bounded below for all x E M. In par- 
ticular, this holds if M has bounded geometry. Then as r(x) + co, for x in 
the ith end, one has h(x) + ci. If the ci are distinct, h(x) is a nonconstant 
bounded harmonic function. 
5. COMPACTLY SUPPORTED PERTURBATIONS 
Let M, and M, be two complete Riemannian manifolds which differ by a 
compactly supported perturbation of the metric and topology. More 
precisely, assume that here exist relatively compact subdomains Fi in 44, 
and F, in M,, so that M, -F, is isometric to Mz -F,. We will identify the 
complementary sets and write M, - F, = S = M2 - F,. Our present goal is 
to compare the heat kernels K, and K2 for p-forms on M, and MZ.. We fix 
p throughout this section. The resulting estimates will be applied later to 
prove a relative signature theorem. 
Choose a smooth function 4 defined on S with 4 = 1 outside a compact 
set and 4 = 0 in a neighborhood of the boundary of S. Assume that $ has 
the same properties and in addition I+G = 1 on the support of 4. One may 
extend 4 and I,/J to all of M, by setting 4 = $ = 0 on F,. Let y be a 
compactly supported function defined on M, with y = 1 on the support of 
1-d. 
We define an approximate heat kernel E on M, by 
E(t, x, Y) = Y(X) K,(t, x, Y)(I -4(y)) + v+) Ut, x, Y) i(y). 
The cutoff functions are chosen to ensure that E(t, x, y) + 6,, as t + 0. 
The proofs which follow involve many integrals over the manifold M,. 
To simplify notation we set M= M, for the domain of integration. 
Our basic estimate up to ftnite time is: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose t< t,. There exists a subset U c S with S - U 
compact so that 
s IK:l(t, xx) - K,(t, x, x)1 dx < E u 
for any given E > 0. 
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Proof: Applying Duhamel’s principle, one may write 
Kl(GX, y)-Jf3t,x, Y) 
I =- J‘I 0 M K*(s,x,z) ;+A; E(t-s,z, y)dzds. ( > 
Suppose that x and y are equal and lie outside the support of 1 - 4. 
Then E(t, x, x) = Kz(t, x, x). Moreover, one has 
K,(t, x, x) - KAt, x, xl 
= ‘2 J J K,( 
s, x, z)(VZ$,V,K2(t-s,z, x)) dzds. 
0 G 
Here G is compact set containing the support of V$. 
Let U be chosen with d(x) = 1 for x E U. Then 
J IK,(t, x, x) -KAt, x, x)1 dx u 
jK,(s,x,z)l IV;K,(t-s,z,x)l dxdzds. 
By the Schwarz inequality 
I IK,(t, x, x) - Kz(t, x, x)1 dx u 
f 
J J (J > 
w 









Note that the integral in z runs over a compact set. The required U is 
found using the L2 estimates of [3] and the Sobolev embedding theorem. 
We proceed to study large time asymptotics. The decomposition 
principle states that d, and A, have the same essential spectrum. Assume 
that the intimum of their common essential spectrum is positive. In par- 
ticular, the space of L2-harmonic p-forms is finite dimensional. The 
L2-estimates of Section2 will be applied. 
Let H,(x, y) be the kernel which represents orthogonal projection, in 
L2APM,, onto the harmonic forms. It is useful to record 
580/?5/2- i I 
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LEMMA 5.2. For any given E > 0, there exists a subset U c S with S - U 
compact so that 
H,(x,z)E(t,z,x)dz dx<E 
uniformly in t. 
Proof. Suppose that hk is an orthonormal basis for the finite-dimen- 
sional space of Lz-harmonic forms on M,. One has 
H,(x, z)= c Mx) h(z). 
k 
Therefore 
I j H,b, Z) E(t, Z, X) dz <c h(X)1 j hk(Z) E(t, z, x) dz . M k M 
So, for any U, we have 
w 
Ihk(x)12dx llhkll2 
since E(t, z, x) define a family of uniformly bounded operators on L2APM. 
The symbol J] )I2 denotes the global L* norm. Lemma 5.2 follows since the 
hk are each square integrable and the sum over k is finite. 
The machinery is now available to extend Proposition 5.1 to all values 
of t. The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 5.3. Given E > 0, there exists a subset U c S with S - U com- 
pact so that 
s K,(t, x, x) -fat, x, x)l < E u 
uniformly in t. 
Proof. We employ Duhamel’s principle as in the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. Some additional care is needed to deal with the harmonic 
piece of the integral. One may write K,(t, x, y)= H,(x, y)+K,(t, x, y), 
where the bar denotes projection onto the orthocomplement of the 
harmonic part. 
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Clearly 
at, 4 Y) - EC& x3 Y) 
= If ; ,5(Rl( s,x,z)E(t-s,z,y))dzds 
- s H,(x, z) Jqt, zY) dz. (5.4) M 
Let k?(x, y) denote the first term on the right-hand side. One has 
If x = y and both lie outside the support of 1 - 4, then 
dqx, x) = s I f2 R,(s, x, z)(V,i/,VzK2(t-S,Z, x)) dzds. 0 M 
For t < 1, the entire result was proved in Proposition 5.1. So assume 
t 2 1. The symbol .k’i will denote the part of &Y where the integral in s runs 
from zero to one. Also, .4& shall be the part of .4? corresponding to 
integration between 1 and t. So J? = 4?, + ~62’~. 
Now 
J~(x, x) = j’ 2 jM K,(s, x, z)(V,$, V;K,(t-s, z, x)> dz ds 
- ‘2 
I 5 
H,(x, z)(V,+, VZ K2(t -s, z, x)) dz ds. 
0 M 
The first integral was estimated in the proof of Proposition 5.1. For the 
second integral, we integrate by parts to remove the differentiation from 
K,. Recall that Vll/ has compact support. The method of Lemma 5.2 may 
then be applied. These arguments provide a set U, with 
s I.Afl(x, x)1 dx < ~/4. u1 
For AZ we write 
I-4(x> XII G C, j-i s, IK,(s, x, z)l IV,K,(t - s, z, x)1 dz ds. 
Here G is a compact set containing the support of VJI. 
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Suppose that U, is a set with 4(x) = 1 for x E U,. We have 
112 
X IV,K,(t-s, z, x)l’dx dz ds. 
Since G is compact, we have by the spectral theorem and Sobolev 
embedding theory 
Iu2 I~2(x, x)l dx< C4 IG jlm (J1-, IR,(s, x, z),* dx)“* dsdz 
for suitable U,. 
Applying Corollary 2.9, we may choose U, with 
I IAf2(x, x)1 dx < ~/4. u2 
Let us return to (5.4). We just estimated the integral coming from the 
first term. The second term was handled in Lemma 5.2. Therefore, one may 
find a set U3 with 
I Ix’l(t, x, X)-K*(t, x, x)1 < 3&/4. u3 
Recall that E(t, x, x) = K,(t, x, x) outside the support of 1 - 4. 
Finally, note that H,(x, x) = K,(t, x, x) - R,(t, x, x). Since the space of 
I,*-harmonic forms is finite dimensional, there exists a set U4 with 
I IH,(x, x)1 dx < c/4. u4 
Theorem 5.3 follows with U = U, n U,. 
6. RELATIVE SIGNATURE THEOREM 
Suppose that M4k is a complete oriented Riemannian manifold. There is 
an isometric involution r: MI -+ AM. The + 1 eigenspace of r will be 
denoted by n + M and the - 1 eigenspace by n --M. Let d be the exterior 
derivative with adjoint 6 and set D = d+ 6. One has the signature complex 
Cl1 
D: I,*(‘4 +M) -+L*(A-M). 
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If M is compact, then the Hirzebruch signature theorem is valid. Sup- 
pose that L(Q) is the Hirzebruch L-polynomial. Here Q is the curvature 
and L(Q) is a polynomial in the Pontriagin forms. Hirzebruch’s theorem 
may be written as 
j Tr(rH(x, x)) dx = [ L(Q). 
M M 
(6.1) 
The relation (6.1) need not hold for noncompact manifolds. 
Now assume that two complete oriented Riemannian manifolds M, and 
M2 are given. It suffices to consider the case where both manifolds are non- 
compact. Suppose there exist relatively compact subdomains F, in M,, Fz 
in M,, and an orientation-preserving isometry from M, - F, to M, - F2. 
One may identify the complementary sets, M, - F, = S = M, - F2. Suppose 
that the inhmum of the essential spectrum of A,, on forms with any degree, 
is positive. The decomposition principle [6] guarantees the same lower 
bound for the essential spectrum of A,. Consequently, the spaces of 
L*-harmonic forms are finite dimensional. 
The relative signature theorem may be written as: 
THEOREM 6.2. 
Note that the right-hand side is independent of the allowable choice for F, 
and F,. 
We will employ the heat equation method to prove Theorem 6.2. The 
key point is to have available the large time estimates of Section 5. Given 
these estimates, the remaining details are relatively standard [2, 71. We 
devote the remainder of this section to proving Theorem 6.2. 
Let K, and K, be the heat kernels of M, and M,, on differential forms of 
all degrees. Consider the expression 
y(t) = j ‘WI &Up x, xl) - j Tr(r2K2(t, x, x)1 
Fl F2 
+ j Tr(zK,(t, x, xl - %(t, 4 x)). s 
Theorem 5.3 guarantees the convergence of the last integral. So y(t) is well- 
defined for all t. 
Theorem 6.2 will follow from a series of lemmas concerning y(t). We 




Proof: Let G, and G, be relatively compact subdomains in M, and M,. 
Choose these domains so that F, c G,, Fz c G2, and M, - G, is isometric 
to M, - GZ. We will write M, - G, = U = M, - G,. 
One has 




Tr(sK,(t, x, x)) - rK,(t, x, x)). 
u 
Using Duhamel’s principle, as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, one sees 
that 
~0) = j Trh fG(f, x, x)) - j Tr(r,K,(t, x, x)) + O(F~“‘) 
Gl G2 
for small t. 
By the local heat equation asymptotics [ 11, 
The second equality follows because the manifolds Mi are isometric outside 
the sets F,, i= 1, 2. 
The limiting behavior as t approaches infinity is more delicate. Here we 
employ the hypothesis of a lower bound for the essential spectrum. One 
has 
LEMMA 6.4. 
,\z y(t) = jM, VT, K(x, xl) - jM, Tr(T2H2(x, x)). 
Proof: Choose G,, G,, and U as in the proof of Lemma 6.3. If G, and 
G, are sufficiently large, then for i= 1, 2 
Tr(riHi(x, x)) <e/5 
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since the spaces of &-harmonic forms are finite dimensional. Moreover, 
Theorem 5.3 allows us to impose the condition 
Tr(rK,(t, x, x) - zK2(t, x, x)) < ~/5 
uniformly for all t > 0. 
For any complete Riemannian manifold, the heat kernel converges 
uniformly on compact sets to the harmonic kernel [2], as t --) co. 
By the triangle inequality 
+ jG, I’W~2&(w xl - z2H2(x, x))l + / j 
u 
Tr(~,H,(x, x)11 
+ j Tr(r,H,(x, xl) + f Tr(tK,(t, x, x) - -Yz(t, x,x)) . 
u I I u 
Suppose E > 0 is given. Combining the above facts, we may choose t, so 
that for t 2 to 
< E/5 + E/5 + E/5 + E/5 + 45 < E. 
The proof of Lemma 6.4 is complete. 
In fact, y(t) is independent of r. Suppose that 0 < t, < t, < co. We may 
write 
LEMMA 6.5. y(tl) = y(i2). 
Proof. Suppose that div denotes the divergence of a vector field. It is 
well known [2, 71 that for i= I,2 
$ Tr(r,K,(t, x, x)) = div Li(t, x, x). 
Here Li is a canonical expression in the first derivatives of Ki, constructed 
using the exterior derivative and Hodge star operator. 
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Let @i be smooth functions of compact support on Mi satisfying the 
following conditions: (i) 0 < di< 1, (ii) jVq5J & 1, (iii) #i= 1 on Gi, and 




J Tr(riKi(t, X, x)) 4i(X)=[ div L;(t, X, X) di(x). 
M, 
Now apply Stokes’ theorem 
-$ J” M, Tr(ziKi(t, 4 X)) #i(x) = S,- &(Li(t, X, X))- 
Taking the difference gives 
Tr(z,K,(t, x, x)) h(x) -11 Tr(~dG(4 x, x)1 44~) 
M2 
< s IL,(t, x, x)-~~(~~ x, XII l&l S 
We now use Duhamel’s principle, as in Proposition 5.1. Suppose that 
di = 1 on sufficiently large sets. Then for t, d t < tZ, one has, for any given 
E > 0, 
Q E/3(h - t,). (6.6) 
Set 
a(t) = j Tr(z, K,(f, x, x)) h(x) - 1 Tr(tA(4 x, xl) h(x)- 
Mt ~‘42 
Using (6.6) and the fundamental theorem of calculus gives 
Mt,) - 4tdl =s 43. 
By the triangle inequality 
Iv(t1) - Y(b)l 
d Mt,) - w(h)1 + jsTr(rKI(r2, x, x) - TKAtT, .G x))(l -4(x)) 
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Suppose that 4(x) = 1 on a sufficiently large set. Using Theorem 5.3, we 
conclude that 
Iy(t,)-y(tJ <E/3+&/3+&/3<&. 
Lemma 6.5 follows since E is arbitrary. 
The relative signature theorem is an immediate consequence of Lem- 
mas 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. 
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